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A Parliamentary forum for Media and Marketing Debate 

 

Science and advertising 

“The behemoth of Big Data affects the way we produce idea and limits our room for 

creative expression”.  These were the words of Charles Vallance, Founder and 

Chairman, VCCP. He was proposing the motion, ‘Science is squeezing out the art in 

advertising’ at the Debating Group debate held on 23 November 2015 at the House of 

Commons. The debate was sponsored by Thinkbox and chaired by The Lord Sharkey. 

Charles Vallance suggested that the motion assumes that art and science are at odds, that they are the 

antithesis of each other. This is not the case – much of modern innovation is a combination of artistic 

and scientific thought. He proposed a narrower definition of science, equating it with the quantitative, 

empirical use of data. On this basis we are not talking about science versus art, but about art versus 

data science. 

He acknowledged the contribution of data scientists. “If you want something to be precise, tailored 

and individualised, then you must beat a path to their door”. The trouble is that art and creativity start 

from exactly the other end of the precision spectrum. Art is interested, not in what separates us, but 

what unites us; it speaks to our shared motivations, hopes and fears. “There is no such thing as a 

tailored version of the Mona Lisa, a cookie-based pop-up of Rodin’s The Thinker or, more to the 

point, a bespoke version of Aleksand'r the Meerkat”. 

The joy of all these things is that we share them in common. They are pubic properties, displayed in 

public, consumed in public. In very different ways they help us to interact, to engage, exchange ideas 

and keep ourselves amused. None of this could be achieved via the programmatic stalking of a re-

targeted hyper-niche that may be interested in meerkats, deep thinkers or ladies with enigmatic smiles. 

Charles Vallance believes that data science does not have to be at loggerheads with art. Ever since 

advertising was invented it has gone hand in hand with data: readership figures, viewing figures, 

TVRs, JICRARs, Nielsen, TGI, Millward Brown. Nevertheless he suggested that we are now at a 

tipping point. The day of data dogma has arrived and the argument between art and science is in 

danger of becoming one-sided, of slipping irrevocably onto the side of hard numbers and context-rich, 

high efficiency hyper-targeting. 

The process is insidious. Data dogmatists seldom engage in a full frontal assault on advertising. The 

squeeze is more oblique. They chip away at the broadcast budget, creating a minestrone of micro 
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media. The recipe, he suggested, goes something like this “You take a sponsored Twitter trend and 

add a wodge of programmatic with a dash of seo; you simmer gently then re-heat and re-target with a 

generous dollop of paid social, a heft sprig of eCRM, some base comms, a splash of uploaded user-

generated content, a sprinkle of seeding and, depending on taste, a YouTube masthead or sponsored 

Buzzfeed link”.  Charles Vallance continued, “Plausible though all the ingredients are, and I’ve tasted 

some delicious digital minestrone, it’s not long before you turn round and realise that there’s no 

money left for the main course or even the fish course or even the crustacean (let alone the digestifs); 

all the money has gone in the miasma of micro media”. The critical mass of broadcast has not been 

achieved and no one is talking about your work because no one has noticed it. 

The public statement of advertising is never made. The oxygen of our art, the oxygen of publicity is 

gradually stifled in millions of private conversations, rather than a single conversation of millions. 

This is how you make an advertising budget disappear; this is how you kill the art of advertising. You 

don’t cut it away at the knees, you just chip away until nothing is left. The data dogmatists are like 

latter day Paul Daniels, with lots of clever tricks up their sleeves, pulling seductive business cases out 

of their hats and misdirecting budgets into tactics of debateable value and illusory payback. And 

suddenly, with one blast act of misdirection, one last wave of the handkerchief, the art of advertising 

will be no more. 

Charles Vallance posited that the arguments of precision are built upon a false prospectus that says 

that people are most persuaded by highly relevant context-specific hyper-targeted messaging. He 

believes that they are not. They are influenced by what we share in common, the thing that everyone 

is talking about, the thing that has caught their imagination, the thing that has made us laugh or cry. 

They are influenced by Aleksand’r, by the John Lewis Christmas ad or the ‘This Girl Can’ campaign. 

They are influenced by the ideas that have broken beyond the minestrone of digital data into the main 

course of the public mind, just like Downtown, or X Factor, Homeland or Coronation Street. These 

are the things which create true value, which the data scientists can then sub-divide, tailor and 

segment. Science can harness, leverage and exploit the value, but it can’t create it. Precision does not 

persuade, creativity, artistry and popularity persuade. Scientific precision can close a sale, but it 

cannot open one. You need the art of advertising for that. 

Increasingly, however, art is losing the argument. Growing numbers of people, especially in the media 

community, are in danger of putting the precision cart in front of the brand-building horse. Thanks to 

Big Data and the digital accountability that goes with it, our ability to target with forensic accuracy 

has improved beyond recognition. This allows us to be more efficient and relevant. 

However, Charles Vallance argued, there are some sections of our industry that are so infatuated with 

the new tools, the precision weapons of programmatic, re-targeting and seeding, that their judgement 

has become clouded. He put forward a subversive truth: great brands are imprecise; they thrive on 

wastage. In fact, for the art of brand building, waste is good. 

If you are a digital dogmatist then any overshow, any overlap with someone who falls outside the 

defined target, is viewed as waste. This is the art-killing misconception. Media myopia can make us 

so granular in our analysis of reach against our primary target that we can forget that they are not our 

only target. Advertising campaigns, as a result, can become a kind of private conversation between a 

core audience and an advertiser. But advertising is not supposed to be private. It’s supposed to be 

overheard, shared, stumbled across and discovered. The desirability of a message and a brand is 

hugely influenced by who else is consuming it – and the knowledge that they are doing so. That is 

why so many fashion brands use relatively indiscriminate media, such as posters and bus-sides. They 
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want to be overseen. They court wastage because they realise that the medium can be the message, 

and that much of the power of a message lies in it being overheard and overseen. The trouble with 

data science is this does not compute, so we mistake accuracy for effectiveness and precision for 

persuasion. 

Charles Vallance acknowledged that precision can be creative e.g. Arcade Fire’s Downtown 

interactive experience, emails from Boden or EasyJet. But he suggested, these are the exceptions. The 

vast majority of context-based hyper-targeting is routine, tactical and prosaic. Double Click and other 

ad servers are now willing to produce the digital creative for nothing – such is the extent to which 

they value it. The ad servers do not value the art of advertising for the simple reason that it is not 

valuable. If you achieve ultimate precision – the right person at the right time, in the right place, with 

the right message, you don’t need to be creative to win his or her attention. You have their attention 

anyway. You have reduced the task to a digital version of old-fashioned classified advertising, 

formulaic and monotonous. Something that takes your attention for granted. This has nothing to do 

with the art of advertising, merely the fact of having advertised. 

Charles Vallance also questioned the financial motives of the digital dogmatists. If three times the 

money can be made selling one channel rather than another, how realistic is it to achieve true 

impartiality? 

He suggested we are not talking really about the future of art in advertising, but the future of art in 

media. The new orthodoxy, the scientific view sees things like TV, radio and print as ultimately 

flawed because soon we shall have personalised media streams tailored to our unique interests, 

cultural reference points and brand repertories. They see this as Utopia, instead of the Orwellian 

dystopia it will really be. He cited a Campaign article about the future of Christmas ads, “we will 

move from one blockbuster creation, to more diverse versions for different audiences”. Charles 

Vallance suggested that this approach is the end of art. It’s the end of Sergei and Aleksand’r and little 

baby Oleg, of Monty the Penguin, ‘Just do it’, You’re So MoneySupermarket', ‘Think Different’ and 

‘Be More Dog’. It’s the end of building brands in public, building them for everyone at the same time, 

the same place, in plain view so they become part of our cultural backdrop, helping us to interact, 

share experiences and belong. 

He concluded “...we are not quite at the end of art yet, but we are at the beginning of the end, if we 

allow things to continue the way they are going and let the new orthodoxies and dogma set in". 

Peak attention 

Opposing the motion, Marco Bertozzi, President Global Clients, VivaKi, argued that we did not 

want to limit definitions implied by the motion. We want to understand what consumers are doing and 

know what we mean by art and creativity. Art is defined by Wikipedia as ‘A diverse range of 

activities and the products of those activities, usually involving imaginative or technical skill’. He 

likes this definition because he firmly believes that the debate about art or science is antiquated and 

needs to be modernised to a debate about how one combines art and science to create the maximum 

business return.   

The proposition title is born from fear and latency; the world we all inhabit now has accelerated and 

we have to keep up and re-evaluate all our terminology and approaches. As the famous (and Marco 

Bertozzi’s favourite quote) from Henry T Ford goes, “If I had asked my customers what they wanted, 

they would have said a faster horse”. We are constrained by outdated definitions of art and creativity. 

We have set our own restrictions on what it means to be creative starting with advertising being ads. 
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Dieter Rams, one of the most famous designers of our time and the main influence for Jonny Ives of 

Apple said “great design is not remarkable, it should be unremarkable”. By that he is saying that great 

design and, by definition, user experience can be subtle and ‘just work.’ Technology can help 

advertising ‘just work’ and by association advertising can be an experience. Right now we have too 

much focus on the big ad and the fact that creativity can only exist on a big canvas. Most large 

creative agencies make their money on the back of great ads.  Starbucks has tens of millions of users 

using its app every day. The app now has as much influence as an ad. For that to work we need 

exceptional design and technology. Marco Bertozzi proposed that we change the debate to focus on 

how art and science can work together to be stronger and explained why the opposition feels that is 

necessary.  

We have to keep pace with consumers and they have materially shifted in their habits. We have to 

find people in all sorts of places. This has driven media fragmentation. We can’t even rely on the 

couch potato as he sits simultaneously on his phone and laptop. 30% of adults have five or more 

connected devices, and social media is the second largest time-suck of all media engagement. A US 

survey showed that 78% of US adults looked at a second screen during ad breaks and the average 

teenager, when surfing the web, multi-tasks in two other jobs. Our audiences are spread far and wide. 

Once there were a few TV channels; there are now hundreds.  One of the oldest sayings in advertising 

‘The medium is the message’, although coined in 1960s, is suddenly becoming relevant again. The 

more experiential and tech driven world means that now the app may wield as much influence as the 

ad. But where we need to show ads, we cannot keep up with them using a traditional approach, we 

can only achieve engagement through introducing technology to help us find, understand and target.  

With this fragmentation come attention deficit issues. The average attention span in 2008 was 12 

seconds; by 2015 it is down to 8 seconds. A point worth noting is that is less than a goldfish!   M. 

King Hubbert coined the term ‘Peak oil, which is the point in time when the maximum rate 

of extraction of petroleum is reached, after which it is expected to enter terminal decline with 

dramatic effects on humanity. A blogger Matt Webb then extrapolated this to ‘peak attention’ based 

on the fact that advertising requires the mining of attention. His point being we need to adapt our 

advertising to cope with this. The fact is we need to use creativity and combine with tech to do 

that. Take YouTube: 96% of users skip the ads when given the choice. So, what do most advertisers 

do? They keep showing the same TV ad that is designed to build up over time – you have five 

seconds! We know what they searched for, what they have seen before, what device they are on and 

yet we do the same ad. Ad agency Nail tried to come up with an unskipable ad; instead, they achieved 

a 26% view through rate on a skipable ad. Nail recognised that you need to use a strong idea and 

understand the technology needed to deliver it, the right platform.  

Because of these challenges we are committed to the combination of art and science. This is where art 

and science combine to be a more formidable force. We need a strong message executed through the 

latest use of data and technology. How did Coca Cola increase purchase intent by 17%? The Share a 

Coke campaign worked because the VOD sign-in name was combined in real time with the Coke ad. 

This meant that every viewer saw a personalised ad. Results were amazing. BA showed people on the 

street that the planes flying over were from a certain place and the flight number, projected on a big 

screen, with the child pointing at the real plane in the sky. Old media modernised with data and 

technology. If we agree that relevance is key and technology and data can achieve this through 

targeting then the creativity of the ad is crucial and dynamic creative allows us to do something that 

no human could do, thus making a better experience for the consumer. The story is still there, the art 

is still there; technology enabled it.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extraction_of_petroleum
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Finally as an industry we have to grow up and get smarter. We are a commercial business and we 

must start to realise that our job is to make money for advertisers, we must deliver business growth, 

we are not selling art. Too many advertising businesses focus on the customer: while understanding 

the customer they forget they need to demonstrate growth. A report by Professor Peter Verhoef and 

Peter Leeflang said the greatest influence at the board table from marketing must be able to 

demonstrate a positive link between marketing and business growth. A report by the Fournaise 

Marketing group showed that 80% of CEOs think marketers are too disconnected from the financial 

realities of the business. This is where science needs to step in – driving insights and ROI where it has 

never existed before. Instead of relying on tired old research and surveys we have Amazon data 

or inshore data.  

Marco Bertozzi concluded “I hope that I have demonstrated that where we have incredible change, 

fragmentation and attention issues, it is no longer possible to rely on the big TV ad, we can’t expect 

the consumers to sit back and listen. Now we must create big ideas – but plan, target and execute 

using the best of what we have using technology that allows us to minimise wastage, improve the 

experience to the users, just making it work, so that they engage. We believe that science is enhancing 

and enabling the art, not squeezing it out”. 

The footprints that people leave behind 

Seconding the motion, Caitlin Ryan, Group Executive Creative Director, BBDO, argued that not 

only is data science squeezing art out of the advertising industry, but it is also being squeezed out of 

our schools, universities and lives. 

She cited schools where “these days it is all about stats and measurement” and higher education. 

Miles Young a warden at Oxford University wrote that the art and humanities are being neglected 

because of a misguided belief by many governments around the world that STEM subjects are better 

for the economy. 

Even in everyday life the scientists appear to have taken over, with dating apps for every type of 

predilection. 

Caitlin Ryan’s fear is that as science squeezes out art we also squeeze out meaning. “My mother used 

to say when I first started dating –you can’t fake chemistry. That guy or girl who on paper ticks every 

box may not be the one you fall in love with. Because love, like creativity, is chaotic and messy and 

lateral, not cold and predictable and linear. And it is because of it that the species survives.  She 

argued that our industry needs creativity to create meaning and survive. Without it, we may well die 

out. 

Online dating has shown us how data can be used to move the human species forward. But for all the 

dating data in the world, we still need the actual experience of a date to opt out of the heart-breakers 

and time-wasters, to make meaningful connections and commit to a long-term relationship. Tinder 

recently announced that it intended to improve its dating algorithm to create more 'meaningful 

relationships', rather than just cold hard matches. 

Our industry should take note. When the science man squeezes out the creatives, we lose the 

opportunity to make these random illogical, magical connections – and with that we lose the ability to 

inspire, motivate, challenge, campaign – become the box tickers. 
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Caitlin Ryan questioned whether this is the fault of the creatives who were notoriously suspicious of 

research and numbers. “famously unaccountable for what we did; fretting that a magnifying glass or 

calculator measuring our work would destroy our craft, we argued that creating an ad by numbers or 

against a formula never felt like it had the opportunity to truly move someone to action. This 

behaviour and mistrust of data was perhaps a nail in the coffin as creatives were looked upon as 

romantic fools unable to operate in a pragmatic or programmatic business-led environment”. 

But creatives can be the romantic geniuses in the rook, not the romantic fools. They are able to create 

both intangible and tangible value for a business. They can embrace both creativity and science. “As 

creatives, we need to understand that data is merely the footprints that people leave behind – it is the 

soil for creativity to grow – not the replacement for it”. 

Caitlin Ryan argued that she feared a world where grey-suited accountants, row upon row, sit around 

counting the ever-decreasing clicks and ever-increasing opt-outs as they wondered what happened. 

What happened to the brands we once fell in love with, the products we chose at a premium price 

because we believed in the values, the stories, the colours and emotional pull of the brand? 

The programmatic mantra – the right message in front of the right audience at the right time – feels 

safe, accountable, responsible and manageable. But it is completely underestimating the power of the 

magic that ‘the right creative idea’ can bring. 

The right idea can create a leap in the way people think and remember your brands. It can make them 

fall in love rather then make them feel they are in a box ticked on paper. 

Adam Smith argued for specialisation, but warned that meaning was needed or workers would find 

that only being responsible for a part rather than the whole was a monotonous task. As science 

squeezes out art Caitlin Ryan feared were becoming Adam Smith’s nightmare, but in a post-industrial 

age. Producing the equivalent of toothpaste lids in a programmatic automated customer journey, 

without understanding what meaning we are creating for consumers, for brands or for ourselves. 

She concluded, “I...implore you to recognise we are indeed at the beginning of the end.......Your vote 

in favour of art is needed...” 

Programmatic method 

Seconding the opposition, Sarah Lawson Johnston, Managing Director Europe, Mediaocean, 

stressed that she firmly believes that the key to successful advertising is the combination of science 

and art. It is not a decision about either or, but one of finding the right combination for your brand, 

your audience and one that ultimately leads to purchase. To put it another way – for those who have 

watched Mad Men – this is no longer about Mad Men v Maths Men – it is about striking the right 

balance of the two. Contrary to the motion, she truly believes that science, rather than squeezing out 

art actually enhances the opportunity for greater creativity. Today’s advertising technology tends to 

come under fire mainly due to a lack of understanding and assumptions that this technology causes 

problems or obstacles for the industry. On the contrary without this science, advertising, and therefore 

the science at the centre of it, would stagnate and certainly not keep up with modern consumer 

behaviour, e.g.  consumers’ low attention spans and desire to control their own engagement with 

advertising. 

Sarah Lawson Johnston went on to discuss the ‘programmatic method’, which is increasingly being 

used by brands and their agencies. There is still some fear amongst those who do not truly understand 
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what it is. The most simplistic definition is ‘buying and selling of digital advertising using 

technology’.  She expanded upon three uses of programmatic: 

l. Dynamic creative. This delivers personalised, relevant content, based on consumer insight, previous 

interactions and external factors such as location. An example of using this is Australian supermarket 

chain, Coles, which brought together customer data (like purchasing preferences) and relevant deals 

from the stores. They placed 80 quintillion (a billion billion) different programmatic ads weekly. This 

was a highly personalised creative campaign at scale and in real time. Clearly this is not possible 

without the power of science. Coles is an extreme example but other brands are following with these 

hyper-personalised tactics, e.g. H & M, Kellogg’s and Hilton. 

 

Some might argue that personalised targeting has gone too far – what about brand building / 

awareness? However, for a well-known brand such as Coles in Australia, this was not the key 

objective. They wanted to give relevant information to the right customers at the right time. This use 

of programmatic creativity was perfect. 

2. There is a myth that programmatic is just for display ads. Not any more. You can now buy many 

more types of ad programmatically – a key one is online video. As we know, getting consumers is 

hard – they are exposed to lots of ads and getting any sort of engagement or interaction is a challenge. 

Innovation is key, and online video is increasingly becoming a favourite with marketers, with 70% of 

them saying that online video converts better than any other medium. 64% of consumers are more 

likely to buy if there is a video of the product within the ad. Brands need to start embracing online 

video. TV continues to be a must-have channel according to 74% of marketers. If a video ad is shown 

online prior to TV this will increase brand recall by 33%. However, only ¼ of brands are using online 

video to market to consumers. So science that enables the use of online video at scale, in real time and 

relevant to their target audience is a wonderful innovation that creatives should embrace and not shy 

away from. 

3. Consumers use multiple devices: using programmatic technology one creative can be optimised for 

a variety of formats. A great example of this is in a collaboration between Top Shop and Twitter. The 

campaign #livetrends was active during London Fashion Week. Live tweets went direct from the 

catwalks to six jumbo digital billboards in major cities across the UK. Working seamlessly across 

multiple areas including digital, outdoor and instore, this campaign enables people to actively 

participate in Fashion Week. Top Shop reported 25% uplift in sales across all featured categories 

compared with the previous week – some categories were up by as much as 75%. There were 3.8 

million twitter engagements. This campaign has already won awards but is shortlisted for a new 

category in this week's Campaign Media Awards, a data and creativity award which underlines the 

value that this industry places on innovation, creativity and data working together to enable business 

success in advertising.  So we believe that science informs the art. Science should not be viewed as a 

set of facts, data or one right answer, but more as an ongoing journey. It is the exploration of 

questions to which we don’t have the answers. Where is the audience? What device will they be using 

and when? Are they in a receptive mood? Thanks to science, we can understand how better to connect 

with people. When data and creativity collide, it can have amazing, impactful results, with the power 

to inspire, surprise and entertain. (e.g. everyone remembers the Old Spice campaign ‘Hello ladies’ 

(Hello ladies, look at your man, now back to me, now back to your man, now back to me, sadly he 

isn’t me...). This campaign only came about thanks to science. Data showed that 70% of men’s 

toiletries purchases are made by women. And according to a Hygiene survey, women care more how 

men smell than men do! The results were massive: the brand was re-invented, awareness soared, 

Twitter followers increased by 2700%, their own website traffic increased by 300% and the Old Spice 
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YouTube channel became the all-time most viewed branded channel. Within six months the campaign 

generated over 1.4 billion impressions. 

But science should not be used in isolation – it is at every stage within advertising. Science is at the 

heart of every good client brief. Science is involved in the questions such as: what is the business 

challenge? What are the key business metrics? What behaviours are we changing/measuring? How 

will we prove our campaign has worked? 

The saying ‘content is king’ needs to be modernised. ‘If it doesn’t work, it’s not creative...if it doesn’t 

get measured it might as well not exist”. Sarah Lawson-Johnston pointed out “As I searched for the 

best examples of creative work, for this debate, it quickly became clear that in every case the need to 

combine science and art effectively is at the core of every idea, plan, execution, optimisation and 

analysis”.  A lot of campaigns highlighted the need for science to test ideas. Brands are reluctant to 

spend money on a risky bid idea. So science can help test a campaign to validate it before increasing 

spend. One such example was using Vinnie Jones in an ad for the British Heart Foundation – not an 

obvious combination! The ‘You’ve been Vinnied’ campaign was tested on Twitter and immediately 

showed positive results. The use of science to prove a concept was invaluable and allowed Grey 

London to push ahead with a larger campaign with results equating to a saving to society of £48.5m. 

Sarah Lawson Johnston concluded that rather than fear the rise of technology, we should embrace it, 

understand it and choose the right tools and platforms. Far from ‘squeezing art out’, science can take a 

good idea and make it a great idea. The outcome will be success from an engagement point of view, 

but also, more importantly, from a commercial one. Art and science need to be combined. One 

without the other is expensive and worthless, but together enables powerful advertising and brand 

success. 

Discussion from the floor 

For the motion: 

 96% of YouTube ads are skipped. Data-driven ads have yet to deliver the brand-building 

format that audiences are used to on TV. 

 The contributor referred to the carelessness with which creative ads are addressed. He 

criticised the ‘let’s see if can work with it’ approach and stressed the need to hang on to a 

good idea. 

 Those against the motion referred to famous brands. If we hadn’t had art we wouldn’t have 

heard of these brands. 

 The motion is about human beings versus machines. Things feel different when machines, not 

people are talking to you. 

 The speaker used statistics and optimisation, but pointed out that this is not where it begins. 

We can only measure what has been created. 

 Ads affect how people feel and how they behave. There is nothing to compare with touching 

people in their hearts. It is a form of serendipity. 

 Art in advertising derives from inspiration. People like something new. 

Against the motion: 

 Ads are a means to an end. One of the ends is long-term brand building. In business-to-

business everything is about sales. Creativity and data can go hand in hand. 

 Great art exists because of its worth. 
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Undecided 

 We are all using more devices and engaged with more publications and audiences are 

fragmented. To capture the attention of audiences, we have to find these audiences and then 

find something to engage them. 

 Advertising on TV started 60 years ago. Three of the most popular ads ever are: Smash potato 

mix, Meerkat and Cadbury’s Gorilla. Are they art? 

Summing up 

Summing up for the opposition, Marco  Bertozzi had some sympathy with the squeeze in schools and 

higher education, but in the context of whether science is squeezing out the art in advertising, he 

argued that we are talking of bad advertising. 

Tinder has enabled lots of people to interact. Its technology has helped people to meet each other. We 

shouldn’t throw out technology because it can dehumanise.  He focused on Google, Facebook and 

Uber which provide great experiences and great services. Creativity in messaging is incredibly 

important. Audiences are engaging with so many different brands and have so many touch points. We 

have to work with that. Science is helping, but if it doesn’t work, it’s a bad campaign. The stronger 

the message the easier it is to get into the 5 second windows people have. 

There is increasingly great advertising created by science. Good creativity, which uses technology to 

enable it, produces great advertising – it is doing both and doing them well. 

Summing up for the motion, Charles Vallance argued that the desirability of customisation was not 

utopian, but dystopian. It was an anti-serendipity bubble resulting in data-driven misery. He argued 

against the statement that most big agencies make their money in TV. He believes it is only15%. TV 

has its place but is only part of the media context. Media independents are particularly interested in 

technology. 

He stressed the need for absolute truth in advertising. You have to engage people’s emotions before 

you target them. Otherwise science will drive out the art in advertising. 

The result 

The motion was carried. 

Next debate 

The next debate will take place on Monday 25
th

 January 2016 sponsored by the Chartered 

Institute of Public Relations. For more details contact Doreen Blythe, Debating Group 

Secretary, e-mail: doreen.blythe22@btinternet.com 
 

 

 

 

 


